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INTRODUCTION

Necrophilia is one of the darkest forms of paraphilia known to any society. The behavior, 
in its many forms, carries with it societal taboos, religious denunciations, and criminal 
penalties. Necrophilia exists because it has and does serve specific needs and wants 
throughout the world and throughout history. Engaging in sexual gratification, activi-
ties, and fantasies with real or pseudo corpses and/or body parts, although repugnant 
to most, provides a world of escape, security, experimentation, fulfillment, or a sense 
of malignant power for others. Necrophilic themes have found their way into movies 
and books to enhance the horror factor, and of course, sales. Given a sustained public 
interest in zombies and vampires and a cadre of horror movies such as the popular 
Walking Dead series depicting the dead, an enduring Darkside industry has emerged 
that embraces death, the dead, the occult, and walking dead. Coupled with Internet 
access and a myriad of crime shows such as True Detective, Fargo, Criminal Minds, 
Forensic Files, Dexter, Profiler, CSI, and Cold Case Files, sexual experimentation and 
increased interest in various forms of paraphilia, pornography, and “obscene” material 
have become commonplace. 

Movies such as Love Me Deadly (1973), Kissed (1996), Necrophilia Americana 
(2006), and Necrophilia: A Love Story (2013) indicate a continued public interest in 
sexual activities with corpses. Some female sex workers have cashed in on the predilec-
tions of men by specializing in specific paraphilia such as necrophilia. In such cases sex 
workers will perform sexual acts with their clients in graveyards, coffins, or morgues. 
Men can pay extra for the sex worker to ice herself down, dust on white powder, and 
climb into a coffin in order for him to crawl in on top of her or vice versa. Some serial 
killers prefer to create small cemeteries for their victims in order to return later to 
mutilate and/or have sex with the corpses. 

Jeffrey Dahmer was known to frequent graveyards after his first kill in hopes of 
being able to disinter young males who recently died and had been buried. Dahmer 
voiced his desires to be with someone who had been buried. Other offenders engage in 
“hot burglaries” or break-ins where they know a person will be inside, usually asleep. 
Some of these men have reported feeling sexually aroused at watching their victims 
sleep. This is known as somnophilia and is a precursor to certain forms of necrophilia. 
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In other cases morticians and lab workers have been caught having sex with corpses they are preparing for 
burial or examining for evidence. And the list goes on. 

Yet serious public discussion of necrophilia is a walk on the Darkside that makes most people uncom-
fortable, very quickly. Part of this reaction comes from asking sexually “normal” people to imagine what it 
would be like having sex with a corpse. The “ick factor” response, not surprisingly, is very high. Necrophilia 
is a process of sexual fantasies and behaviors that crosses a spectrum of acts with the dead. We find them in 
morgues, funeral parlors, mortuaries, cemeteries, brothels, and hospitals, and chase their shadows at crime 
scenes. Thus, we are faced with horror and disgust in an array of fantasies and behaviors far more common 
than we realize. Even more important is to understand the etiology of necrophilia. Participants usually are 
not mentally ill, meaning they are not schizophrenic or psychotic. They usually do not report hearing voices 
and, as Jeffrey Dahmer noted upon his arrest, he had lived a pathetic life. What drives a person to desire 
sexual gratification with a corpse or body parts? Simply because necrophilia rates high in gruesomeness 
and horror should not preclude scientific inquiry into the phenomenon. To that end, Dr. Anil Aggrawal, a 
medical pathologist and coeditor of this anthology, produced a scientific study of necrophilia in his book, 
Necrophilia—Forensic and Medico–legal Aspects in 2010, which was the first standalone book on necrophilia 
in the world. The text primarily focused on the medico–legal, criminological, psychological, and investigatory 
aspects of the phenomenon. It is exactly this kind of scientific inquiry that generates further debate and 
investigation. 

In 2014 Aggrawal teamed up with coeditors Lee Mellor (Canada) and Dr. Eric Hickey (United States) to 
collaborate in the development of Understanding Necrophilia: A Global Multidisciplinary Approach, a book 
that examines necrophilia from international perspectives and one that brings many professional, cultural, 
social, and legal insights to bear. The purpose of Understanding Necrophilia is to be a complete reference tool 
for those interested in understanding the dark and often complicated world of necrophilia. Understanding 
Necrophilia is a broad, interdisciplinary text aimed at students and professional practitioners interested in 
the intersection of clinical psychology, forensic psychology, abnormal psychology, social psychology, cultural 
sociology, criminology, criminal justice, forensic anthropology, medical pathology, and legal systems. 

Understanding Necrophilia is designed for professional practitioners such as psychologists, social workers, 
law enforcement investigators who work in crime scene investigations, criminologists focusing on sex crimes 
and homicides, forensic anthropologists, cultural sociologists, psychologists, sex therapists, women’s stud-
ies faculty, attorneys, victimologists, and others interested in one of the darkest criminal paraphilia known 
to mankind. Understanding Necrophilia is also an incredible companion text for faculty teaching specialty 
courses in sex crimes, investigative behavioral analysis, homicide and crime scene investigation, abnormal 
psychology, victimization, addictions, or violent crimes.

The many talented contributing authors, who come from Australia, Canada, China, England, India, South 
Africa, and the United States, address a variety of inquiries, including: 

• What are the current explanations and theories behind necrophilia or pseudonecrophilic behavior?
• What are the psychosocial profiles of persons who engage in necrophilia? 
• What other paraphilia co-exist within the fantasies and behaviors of a necrophile? 
• Where are the organizations that support and promote necrophilic acts? 
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• What is the influence of the entertainment industry on how acts of necrophilia are depicted? How do 
professional practitioners address the investigations of necrophilic acts, provide treatment, assess punish-
ment, and develop interventions to prevent repeat offending? 

• How might early childhood maltreatment contribute to necrophilia? 
• What is the etiology of necrophilia? 
• Are there stages of development in becoming a true necrophile? How do culture, religion, and mental health 

influence necrophilia? 
• How do investigators process crime scenes where necrophilic acts may have occurred? 
• How do legal systems around the world view necrophilia within their own countries? 
• What is the best way to categorize necrophilic behaviors and fantasies?

Indeed, this text explores all these questions and many, many more. 
To provide a balanced and applied approach in studying this phenomenon, Understanding Necrophilia 

offers several cases of necrophilia examined by various local and international experts. The text includes 
interviews with persons who have practiced necrophilia. The text is divided into several themes: descriptive 
and legal issues; cultural aspects; etiology and evolution; forensic investigations; typologies and homicide; and 
case studies, interviews, and forensics. We trust that you will find this to be one of the most compelling and 
revealing texts ever to be added to your collection of books. 
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INTRODUCTION

Necrophilia is a term ascribed to Joseph Guislain (Nobus, 2002). Necro- originates 
from the Greek language meaning “death,” “corpse,” or “dead tissue,” and the 
suffix-philia means “affection,” “fondness,” or “friendship.” Etymological roots of 
necrophilia make it clear necrophilia represents some type of fondness for the 
dead. Though not obvious in the etymology of the word, its intended purpose was 
to express sexual fondness of the dead. 

The contemporary meaning of necrophilia reflects Guislain’s first use. However, 
there is contextual nuance in emphases related to the core characteristics of affin-
ity, sexuality, and death. As has been emphasized by Nobus (2002), the conceptual 
definition of necrophilia has been more conveniently understood etymologically 
rather than understood in terms of scope and intentions. Definitions, scope, and 
intent flow from context, which results in variability and multiple definitions. For 
this chapter, context refers to the use of words to explain a term like necrophilia and 
to convey a particular meaning. The following paragraphs will illustrate though 
the core idea of sexuality and death are ever-present in definitions of necrophilia, 
there is conceptual unevenness in context that constrains a fuller understanding 
about necrophilia and stifles communication about where it comes from (etiol-
ogy) and how it exists (ontology). This chapter scrutinizes the denotation and 
connotation of a sample of several definitions of necrophilia, identifies context 
as a key challenge to better understanding the phenomenon, and provides rec-
ommendations about a way to define necrophilia that better permits clarity and 
conceptual freedom.
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Complexity in Defining Necrophilia

In the United States the defining body of choice when it comes to sexual variants tends to be the 
American Psychiatric Association, and a definition of necrophilia is present in the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition (DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 
The authors place necrophilia within the category of Other Specified Paraphilic Disorder. This category 
contains human sexual variations that meet the criteria for paraphilia as defined within the DSM-5: “The 
term paraphilia denotes any intense and persistent sexual interest other than sexual interest in genital 
stimulation or preparatory fondling with phenotypically normal, physically mature, consenting human 
partners” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, para. 3). Necrophilia is not given an independent 
category in the DSM-5 because, according to the authors of the manual, it does not meet the follow-
ing criteria for independent classification: “they are relatively common, in relation to other paraphilic 
disorders, and some of them entail actions for their satisfaction that, because of their noxiousness or 
potential harm to others, are classed as criminal offenses” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, 
para. 1). 

The DSM-5 contains only one reference to necrophilia within the diagnostic language of Other Specified 
Paraphilic Disorder as an aside containing the word corpses in the second paragraph (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013). The etymological core of necro- and -philia is maintained in the DSM-5; with the addition 
such behavior does not resemble generally acceptable forms of sexuality and is inherently pathological. As will 
be demonstrated shortly, the DSM-5 definition is similar to the conceptual iterations that came before it, as it 
relies on psychopathology as the defining context of necrophilia. While the DSM-5 expresses its definition as 
the absence of socioculturally acceptable sexual states and behaviors, other definitions emphasize the addition 
of maladaptive characteristics.

Krafft-Ebing (1922), one of the earliest to study and write about paraphilias, opined 

“this horrible kind of sexual indulgence is so monstrous that the presumption of a psychopathic 
state is, under all circumstances, justified. … An abnormal and decidedly perverse sensuality is 
required to overcome the natural repugnance which man has for a corpse, and permit a feeling of 
pleasure to be experienced in sexual congress with a cadaver” [emphasis added]. (p. 611) 

Though he does not provide an explicit definition, the emphasized portion captures a basic definition of 
necrophilia. Krafft-Ebing attaches the context of significant psychopathology, as later reflected within the 
DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 

Krafft-Ebing’s assessment of psychopathology, as it concerns a definition, was supported half a century 
later by East (1955), who wrote, “Necrophilia, sexual intercourse with a female cadaver, is a very uncommon 
offence, and my own experience is limited to four cases in which each offender was mentally defective” (p. 59). 
Where Krafft-Ebing implies rarity, East specifies it. East’s provision that the cadaver (e.g., the sexual object) be 
female and there be a presence of mental “defectiveness” serves as a good example of how specific yet variable 
contexts of necrophilia can be.
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Aggrawal (2009) recapitulates the basic theme set forth by Krafft-Ebing: “sexual gratification by having sex 
with the dead [emphasis added], is one of the weirdest, most bizarre, and revolting practices of abnormal and 
perverse sexuality” (p. 293). Again, the addition of maladaptive characteristics is stressed. The emphasized 
portion denotes Aggrawal’s definition. In this case the core of the literal definition (i.e., sexual affinity for the 
dead) is made more specific by requiring that the affinity be manifested as a behavior and be pleasurable (i.e., 
gratifying). Like Krafft-Ebing, the latter aspect of Aggrawal’s definition implies that necrophilia is a marginal 
sexual variation relative to other types of human sexual variation. It is also clear Aggrawal’s, like Krafft-Ebing’s, 
definition positions necrophilia within a sociocultural value system in which it is unfavorable relative to any 
other human sexual variant—though the adjectives used are relativistic and sensational. However, it is likely 
those who engage in sexual activity with corpses do not find the practice so bizarre or revolting as to inhibit 
the activity from occurring. As a result, Aggrawal’s contextualization holds true on the basis of value for some 
people and circumstances, but not for all. 

The context of the definitions crafted by Krafft-Ebing, East, and Aggrawal suggests sexual affinity for the 
dead has value when defined relative to other sexual variants in terms of typicality (i.e., how often they occur 
compared to other sexual variants), value relative to other variants, and the presence of maladaptive charac-
teristics. Another way to consider this is each definition goes beyond expressing the nouns (e.g., adult corpse, 
child corpse, animal carcass, or some other once-alive-and-now-deceased entity) and verbs (e.g., genital 
union, cunnilingus, fellatio, or other sexual activity) of mere necrophilia. The definitions also differ in terms 
of whether necrophilia is best understood as the absence or presence of certain characteristics. However, there 
appears to be agreement among the definitions about emphasizing the social undesirability of necrophilia, 
and that necrophilia involves the dead and sexual behavior. Thus, each author has found value in including 
information or context beyond the core characteristics of necrophilia. By virtue of the construction of the 
definitions described so far, some authors have deemed it insufficient to maintain the definition of necrophilia 
as merely some sexual state or behavior involving the dead.

Other definitions have not explicitly coupled a (mal)adaptiveness orientation to necrophilia in an appar-
ent way. Within the most extensive research undertaken to examine necrophilia in modern social science, 
Rosman and Resnick (1989) defined necrophilia as, simply, “a sexual attraction to corpses” (p. 153). Not only 
does their definition fail to require any assessment of social appropriateness, it also does not require actual 
physical sexual activity between the living and dead, just sexual attraction. In their study of 122 cases involving 
necrophilic behavior, Rosman and Resnick expanded their definition to specify that “the genuine necrophile 
has a persistent sexual attraction to corpses. The sexual attraction may be manifested in the necrophile’s 
fantasies, or in a series of necrophillic acts” (p. 154). The authors clarified sexual attraction is explained as 
resulting in fantasy or sexual activity. This context places primacy on the perception of the person as well as 
the actual behavior. 

However, Rosman and Resnick’s (1989) definition also requires tackling the relative term persistent. Though 
the bounds of frequency or duration are not clear within their definition, persistence invokes direct emphasis 
on typicality, whereas such an emphasis was only implied in other definitions. If persistent is assumed to 
mean more than once in a lifetime, Rosman and Resnick’s definition would not permit one sexual encounter 
with the dead as meeting the definitional criteria for necrophilia. The question would be, then, does a single 
imagined or actual sexual act with the dead constitute necrophilia? 
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Hickey (2002) departs from adding the context of typicality when he defines necrophilia as “having sexual 
relations with dead bodies” (p. 25). In this definition the mechanical action of sexual behavior is emphasized 
as a requirement without concern for how it originates or how typical it is when compared to other forms of 
sexual behavior. There is no requirement the person engaging in necrophilia enjoys, or otherwise approves of the 
behavior within Hickey’s definition. In slight contrast, Stein, Schlesinger, and Pinizotto (2010) offer a definition 
that hints at attraction as a subjective requirement and sexual activity as an objective requirement while still not 
requiring a frame of reference to any version of conventional sexual normalcy: “Necrophilia literally means love 
of the dead and is generally defined as sexual relations [emphasis added] with corpses” (p. 443). 

The definitions by Rosman and Resnick (1989); Hickey (2002); and Stein, Schlesinger, and Pinizotto (2010) 
do not contain any direct requirement of psychopathology. Perhaps one of the reasons is the study of necro-
philia has failed to uncover significant evidence to support that those who practice necrophilia are necessarily 
and globally “mentally deficient, psychotic, and incapable of obtaining a consenting sexual partner” (Rosman 
and Resnick, 1989, p. 159). Supporting this, Stein, Schlesinger, and Pinizotto (2010) discovered about half 
of 16 participants studied were able to obtain a consenting sexual partner, while 6 maintained long-term 
intimate relationships among sexual homicide offenders who committed necrophilia. While intentional or 
not, the absence of a psychopathology component to the last three definitions suggests there is disagreement 
as to whether understanding necrophilia requires psychopathology as a contextually defining feature and 
whether the subjective or objective matter of necrophilia should be emphasized.

Heasman and Jones (2006) add an admission of complexity to the matter of defining necrophilia in 
reference to contemporary contextual viewpoints: “Although this is the basic understanding of necrophilia, 
perhaps the definition can be clarified by additionally recognizing related necrophilic behavior. Necrophilia, 
to the general public, is sexual intercourse with a dead person” (pp. 273–274). The issue of definition is the 
general idea of necrophilia being sexual relations with dead bodies does not allow for associated sexual varia-
tions (e.g., sexual activity with a human pretending to be dead, etc.). In this case, the authors seem to call for 
a definition sufficiently broad to include any aspect related to human sexuality in association with death. The 
argument by Heasman and Jones bespeaks the difficulty in forming contextual boundaries between sexual 
variants somehow involving death (necrophilia versus necromania versus erotophonophilia versus pseudone-
crophilia versus thanatophilia, etc.). This argument also suggests a clear division between how the general 
public perceives necrophilia as compared to experts’ definitions. 

A brief, informal examination of definitions readily available to the general public was undertaken to 
explore any division. Readily available reflects an Internet search method popularly used by the general 
public when seeking information. A search of the phrase “necrophilia defined” using a popular search engine 
returned 76,600 results. The first result, from TheFreeDictionary.com (“Necrophilia,” n.d.a), returns a two-
part definition: “1. Obsessive fascination with death and corpses. 2. Erotic attraction to or sexual contact 
with corpses.” The second result, from Merriam-Webster (“Necrophilia,” n.d.b), provides a more consolidated 
definition: “Obsession with and usually erotic interest in or stimulation by corpses.” According to Urban 
Dictionary (“Necrophilia,” n.d.c), the definition of necrophilia is:

Inter-course [sic] with a dead corpse, enjoyed by many, remember the body stays warm for up to 
3 hours after death occurs, so that still almost counts as being alive, and its especially fun when 
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rigamortis [sic] kicks in its like being strapped into the buggy on a mouse trap ride at Blackpool 
[sic]. And if your partner dies during sex and you’ve almost came its ok to finish off. 

The issue at arriving at a sufficiently broad yet sufficiently precise definition is apparent when examin-
ing the definition of necrophilia provided by A Descriptive Dictionary and Atlas of Sexology (Francouer,  
1991):

A severe but rare paraphilic condition of being responsive to or dependent on sexual activity with 
a dead body in order to achieve erotic arousal and facilitate or achieve orgasm. This condition 
almost always occurs in psychotic males who have no interest in relating sexually with live persons. 
In necrophilia, the obsession is with death; in lust murder or erotophonophilia, the obsession is 
with killing as a source of sexual arousal and orgasm. The two conditions may also coexist. See also 
necromania. (p. 424)

A reader may notice several features this definition has in common with others already discussed. 
However, the reference made to necromania is important for this definition because it creates a separation 
between necromania as a state and necrophilia as a behavior from the standpoint of literal definition 
while keeping them directly linked. Necromania as defined in Francouer’s (1991) dictionary and atlas 
is “a pathologic desire for sexual relations with a corpse, usually accompanied by a morbid interest in 
anything associated with dead bodies, such as autopsies, funerals, morgues, and cemeteries. This condi-
tion is almost exclusively found among males. See also necrophilia” (p. 424). The implication necrophilic 
states and necrophilic behaviors are linked from a definitional standpoint also allows their linkage from 
a conceptual standpoint. 

If necrophilia and necromania are reflective of the same phenomenon, then the definition requires that 
an affinity for death can be manifested as sexual behavior or thought. Francouer (1991) echoes the sense 
of other definitions as there are distinct conceptual boundaries when it comes to types of sexuality and the 
dead, but uncertainty as to where the boundaries should be. The separation of behavior and state, as has been 
demonstrated, does not seem to be neatly understood or agreed upon. As another example, a casual search 
of the definition of necromania uncovers a definition by Dictionary.com (“Necromania,” n.d.) that defines 
necromania identically to necrophilia.

As found in the definitions of other authors, the definition by Francouer (1991) contains the basis of 
necrophilia to include typicality (rare) and intensity (severe). The definition provided by Francouer also 
requires necrophilia be understood in the context of psychosis, male gender, and disinterest in sexual activi-
ties with living humans. This harkens to the emphasis on comparing and contrasting sexual normalcies as 
contextually important for a definition.

Based on the sample of definitions provided in this chapter, the basic aspects that separate definitions of 
necrophilia from the definitions of all other human behaviors are generally agreed upon: death and sexual 
affinity. The problem is determining the conceptual scope of the aspects and in what way they intersect. We 
know it has something to do with death and something to do with attraction, but there are many ways to 
capture the context of death as well as attraction. Accurate definitions are fundamental for investigating any 
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phenomenon, and the difficulty of context generates difficulty for meaningful investigation where necrophilia 
is concerned, demonstrated by MacCormack (2006):

Perhaps it is difficult to define necrophilia as a dividuated sexual act at all. Primarily one must select 
the paradigm by which the corpse is defined... If, according to Monique Wittig, sexuality creates 
gender through opposition, is necrophilia still considered either heterosexual or homosexual? (p. 3)

Reflecting upon the sample of definitions discussed in this chapter provides us with the basic agreement 
necrophilia is referring to the dead and sexuality. Beyond that, there is not clear agreement regarding the 
kinds of sexual states, sexual behaviors, and types of sexual targets (granting they are dead) necessary for 
defining necrophilia. In short, there is no agreement on context. It remains unclear whether including 
psychopathology (i.e., adaptiveness), typicality, or tangibility (i.e., behavior or state) as defining character-
istics is necessary or useful to a definition of necrophilia. Each of these contextual challenges will now be 
addressed below.

THE INCLUSION OF ADAPTIVENESS

One difference that occurs among the definitions of necrophilia is whether adaptiveness is applied as a con-
textual feature. Adaptiveness, for this chapter, means the degree to which necrophilia coincides with states or 
behaviors deemed socially appropriate, psychologically sound, medically safe, and legally acceptable; the defi-
nitions that include some mention of general adaptiveness all place necrophilia toward the maladaptive end 
of the spectrum. Adaptiveness may be reflected directly by definition or within the visceral reaction connoted 
within some definitions (e.g., repulsive, disgusting, or other like terms). For many definitions, necrophilia is 
in violation of many social standards, reflects psychological disorder, creates potentially dangerous medical 
circumstance, and is legally proscribed. There are conceptual possibilities related to adaptiveness that are 
important from a definitional standpoint and must be considered. 

Many authors of the definitions assert those engaging in necrophilic behavior are defined by social or 
psychological dysfunction. By inversion it must also be assumed someone who demonstrates adequate social 
and psychological function is not capable of engaging in necrophilia. Cases exist that demonstrate this to 
be a less than universal trait for those engaging in necrophilia (for example, see Nobus, 2002; Rosman & 
Resnick, 1989). It appears some people who engage in necrophilia are able to maintain socially appropriate 
human relationships and be free of any obvious and pervasive mental disorder. Thus, any definition requiring 
socio- or psychopathology would fail to take into account those who engage in sex with the dead in addition 
to sexual behaviors in other, even adaptive, ways. It is of diagnostic interest to provide for psychopathology 
for the purpose of treatment. However, because there is evidence necrophilia in association with any degree of 
psychopathology can vary, necrophilia makes better sense as a symptom that can be understood inductively 
rather than representative of a syndrome that must be understood deductively.

Requiring a statement of psychopathology also presumes within the definitions that there are homog-
enous standards of social, psychological, medical, and legal criteria by which a definition of necrophilia may 
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be applied universally. The authors of the DSM-5, for example, take it as granted that healthy sexuality equates 
specifically to genital stimulation or foreplay between consenting adults who have completed puberty and 
are free from any physiological deviation or defect. There are quite a few logical issues this raises in general. 
The challenge of adaptiveness directs us to an important question that must be answered when defining 
necrophilia: Is it possible for a person to engage in sexual behavior with a corpse without violating the terms 
of adaptiveness? From the perspective of anecdotal case evidence, research evidence, and logic, the answer is 
yes. A person who engages in necrophilia is not required to be wholly maladaptive because it is possible for 
a human to engage in necrophilic behavior and exhibit different levels of adaptiveness elsewhere. It is inordi-
nately restrictive and contextually confusing to require maladaptiveness as a fundamental factor in defining 
necrophilia. However, issues of definition aside, the degree adaptiveness is associated with any instance of 
necrophilia remains vital for informing diagnostic, clinical, or social (e.g., legal) response—having a good 
definition and contextual framework improves this from the outset.

THE INCLUSION OF TYPICALITY

Another inconsistency for definitions of necrophilia, though not as common, has been some degree of 
inclusion of typicality as a context. The type of typicality emphasized, when it is a part of a definition, is 
usually frequency through nomothetic comparison to other sexual behaviors. Nomothetic comparison can 
be understood, in terms of necrophilia, as the incidence of all necrophilic sexual contact compared to all 
other sexual contact. The contexts applied to necrophilia have largely supported, as discussed previously, the 
notion that the incidence of necrophilia is rare when compared to the incidence of other paraphilia, and even 
rarer when compared to the incidence of all sexual behavior. This rarity becomes important for researchers 
because it suggests a unique and infrequent convergence of etiological factors to arrive at an affinity for, or the 
eventuality of, necrophilic behavior. However, the perception of rarity can interfere with a full understanding 
and description of any term. Burg (1982) confronts the assumption of rarity and describes the effect such an 
assumption has had on the field: 

There are perhaps only two points on which those who have investigated sex with the dead and 
its various manifestations almost universally agree: that necrophilia is extremely rare and that the 
volume of research and scientific literature on the subject is severely limited. However, the first 
assumption is dubious and the second is entirely incorrect. (p. 242)

As Burg (1982) contended, the approaches to address necrophilia have developed from its perceived rarity. 
Because rarity is assumed, the factors associated with necrophilia are also likely assumed to be rare, and 
research methodologies and theories are tailored to rarity. The context of rarity is influential for clinical pur-
suits for similar reasons: if necrophilic behavior or attraction is relatively rare, the assessments and treatments 
applied in order to mitigate or extinguish the behavior must presume rare biopsychosocial configurations. 
Finally, the rareness of necrophilic behavior informs societies and cultures as to the degree of response that 
is necessary. Because it is rare, the legal or social response to necrophilia is limited compared to other sexual 
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behaviors many cultures find untoward (e.g., adult–child sexual contact). This seems apparent when one 
considers there are few places where there is a specific legal pronouncement for necrophilia as a violation of 
law, apart from, for example, grave desecration (Troyer, 2008).

Although understanding necrophilia from the standpoint of typicality is useful in a variety of circum-
stances, is it useful in the definitional circumstance? The benefit that thinking in terms of typicality provides 
for research, clinical, and legal purposes may stifle an accurate understanding of necrophilic behavior. What 
may occur, due to low base rates, is researchers, clinicians, and society in general may assume the origins, 
development, and disposition of necrophilia are equally rare and, as discussed in the previous section, may 
encourage perceived homogeneity without due investigation. 

Given basic physiological and neurophysiological sexual arousal are a part of the necrophilic encounter, 
there is the logical suggestion necrophilia shares factors with other sexual variants. Target choice (i.e., age, 
sex, morphology, or other objective characteristics) varies between those engaging in necrophilia as it does 
between those that do not have sexual contact with the dead (contrast, for example, the cases of Jeffrey Dahmer, 
Karen Greenlee, and Andrei Chikatilo). There is also the possibility of variation between preferred methods of 
sexual interaction (i.e., penetrative sex, orifice of choice, positioning, lighting, speed, force, and so forth) from 
person to person and instance to instance of necrophilia; as is the case with other sexual behaviors. 

Requiring nomothetic typicality in a definition of necrophilia creates a conceptual universe in which poten-
tially crucial possibilities cannot be contained in the definition and are therefore ignored or missed. Based on 
the arguments made in this section, it may be enticing to include idiographic typicality (a person’s behaviors 
compared to his or her other behaviors) as an alternative to including nomothetic typicality. However, even 
more variability must be accounted for in the definition when idiographic typicality is introduced, and this 
would not permit a generalized definition. It is better to exclude typicality as an epistemological requirement 
for definition and instead address typicality as a matter of method and epidemiology.

THE DIV IS ION OF BEHAVIOR AND STATE

The final difference between definitions of necrophilia to be addressed is whether behavior, state, or some 
combination is contextually emphasized. Behavior is meant in this section to be any action by an agent (i.e., 
a person that has will) that may have a direct effect on some object in the environment. State represents 
processes of thought and emotion specific to an agent that results in the attachment of value. For this chapter, 
behavior refers to activity directly involving the dead, and state refers to cognitive and emotional appraisals of 
a person about the dead.

In some instances the emphasis tends toward behavior without any mention of fantasy or ideation. The 
definitions by Aggrawal (2009), Hickey (2002), and East (1955) all emphasize behavior. In other instances 
the definition includes varying degrees of emphasis on state. For example, the DSM-5 involves “intense and 
persistent sexual interest” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, para. 3) and does not specify that actual 
sexual behavior is a necessary feature for a definition. Krafft-Ebing (1922) included both state and behavior 
when he specifies “a feeling of pleasure” associated with “sexual congress with corpses” (p. 611); however, it 
is unknown if he meant physiological stimulation, emotional arousal, or both. In contrast to most positions, 
Rosman and Resnick (1989) emphasize sexual behavior as a manifestation of sexual attraction; the state of 
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necrophilia is fundamental and might be manifested as behavior. Other definitions provide relatively equal 
weight to both behavior and state, e.g. Francouer (1991). It is clear definitions vary in terms of whether they 
contextually emphasize state or behavior. What is not clear is whether state alone, behavior alone, or some 
combination is required for a phenomenon to be accurately considered necrophilia. What exacerbates this 
issue is that most definitions that emphasize state or behavior do not clearly require the absence of either. 
Does sexual behavior with the dead lead to development of cognitive and emotional attraction to the dead? 
It makes sense from a behavioral standpoint to assume orgasm as the result of sexual contact with the dead 
(i.e., positive reward) would reinforce further sexual contact with the dead and less sexual contact with the 
living (i.e., conditioned response). One could also reasonably assume positive reinforcement would occur at 
the cognitive and emotional level in association with the behavior leading to physiological sexual stimulation 
(i.e., positive feelings regarding planning or fantasizing about sex with the dead) but only in response to actual 
sexual behavior. Thus, a definition of necrophilia from a behavioral standpoint would emphasize direct sexual 
contact without associated states needing to be granted or denied. However, emphasizing mere behavior pres-
ents a definitional issue where it concerns the ways necrophilia may manifest. In a purely behavioral approach 
to necrophilia, fantasy and ideation about having sex with the dead becomes irrelevant no matter the degree of 
frequency, intensity, or duration of the thoughts: thought processes about sex with the dead are theoretically 
salient only in association with actual sexual behavior with the dead.

On the opposite end of the philosophical spectrum is the argument that having any positive regard toward 
sexuality involving the dead is sufficient to define necrophilia. In this case, whether actual sexual behavior with 
the dead occurs is irrelevant. What matters is a person perceives sex with the dead as favorable behavior. This 
provides for a tremendous increase in the breadth of phenomena by which necrophilia may be applied, but the 
breadth can reach such proportions as to make defining necrophilia a pointless exercise altogether because it 
could be detected in any variety of states and behaviors. For example, Fromm exemplifies this sort of breadth 
when he emphasizes necrophilia (the life-thwarting self) is an existential orientation in opposition to biophilia 
(the life-furthering self) (Landis, 1975). From this perspective, the state of necrophilia is so encompassing any 
human behavior, including sexuality, may have some degree of necrophilic expression.

ARRIV ING AT  A  DEFINIT ION

The term necrophilia was created as a communicative shortcut about human sexuality associated with the 
dead. Its use made it convenient to discuss, and conceptualize, sex with the dead. However, sex with the dead 
can occur in many different ways and can mean many different things to those who sexually engage the dead. 
As a result, those who enjoy the convenience of the term also face the challenge of context. A struggle has 
occurred in terms of which context is definitive of necrophilia and has resulted in a struggle about agreeing 
to the accurate usage of the term.

Though there is agreement the term necrophilia symbolizes human sexuality coupled with death, the 
contextual emphasis has varied for its use. This chapter identified contextual differences in emphasizing (mal)
adaptiveness, typicality, and necrophilia as a behavior or state. These contextual differences are valid concerns 
for research, treatment, and sociocultural response. However, as argued in this chapter, contextual emphasis 
serves to interfere with a definition consistent with communicating etiological and ontological possibilities.
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Based on the analysis and argument presented in this chapter, a potential solution is to allow all contexts 
while maintaining the conceptual bounds that delineate necrophilia from any other -philia. The definitions 
presented suggest a definition must contain some symbol representing sexuality, some symbol representing 
death, and some symbol representing affinity. These symbols form the bounds of the definition. This author 
recommends a definition strikingly similar to the literal definition but also containing contextual breadth 
within the definitional boundary: Necrophilia is sexual gratification associated with the dead.
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